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NEW YORK -- For months the Hawks emphasized the importance of Jeff Teague quickly developing so 

he could challenge incumbent point guard Mike Bibby.

That never materialized, and it appears Teague is stuck at the back end of coach Larry Drew's rotation.

Teague didn't play Saturday against the Knicks. It was the third time in five games Teague played seven 

minutes or less after he had logged at least 10 minutes in all of the previous games.

Drew said he might use Teague against quick point guards. But Teague stayed on the bench Saturday 

as New York's Raymond Felton gave the Hawks fits driving to the basket, so it appears he has slipped 

out of Drew's regular rotation for now.

Drew has favored a lineup with Bibby playing in the backcourt alongside Jamal Crawford. Both players 

struggle to contain ballhandlers on the perimeter, and Drew acknowledged that if Teague plays less, it 

puts more pressure on the other guards.

"He is probably the one guy on our team who is better than anybody [at defending on the ball]," Drew 

said. "If I choose to go a different direction, it is going to put more onus on the other guys to be better in 

the half court. But our defense is not going to be predicated on what one guy does. It is going to have to 

be a total team effort.”

Crawford likes Knicks

Crawford remains popular in New York, where he played from 2004-08. The feeling is mutual.

Crawford is seeking a contract extension from the Hawks, but said if he doesn’t get one he would be 

open to signing as a free agent with the Knicks next summer.

“Why not?” he said. “I like where I’m at. I really do. But if things don’t work out with Atlanta, then it’s not 

the end of the world.”

Crawford said he didn't consider a Hawks extension to be a dead issue. He said he thinks about it “at 

times” but stopped short of calling it a distraction.

‘Best fit' for Johnson
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Hawks guard Joe Johnson returned to New York for the first time since re-signing with the Hawks after 

considering the Knicks.

“Staying in Atlanta was the best fit,” Johnson said.

The Hawks ended up paying Johnson about $30 million more than New York could offer under collective-

bargaining rules.
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